Fur and Feathers

Each scrambled word is the name of an animal with fur or a bird with feathers. Help the owl unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. vaner
2. kimn
3. newr
4. liqau
5. earb
6. rgeti
7. boirn
8. netkti
9. leesaw
10. rcow
Fur and Feathers

Each scrambled word is the name of an animal with fur or a bird with feathers. Help the owl unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. vaner
   raven

2. kimn
   mink

3. newr
   wren

4. liqau
   quail

5. earb
   bear

6. rgeti
   tiger

7. boirn
   robin

8. netkti
   kitten

9. leesaw
   weasel

10. rcow
    crow